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Abstract In this work, we study the limitations for over-

coming the longitudinal piston error in a femtosecond tiled-

grating compressor using nonlinear measurements like

second harmonic generation. In particular, we observe the

influence of this error when developing high-power laser

experiments such as high-order harmonic generation. The

generation of nonlinear processes with femtosecond pulses

compressed in tiled-grating systems is studied. Special

attention is paid to the role of the longitudinal piston error

which is the most difficult to overcome in the compressor

alignment. A complex spatio-temporal structure is expected

to appear due to that misalignment. Both second harmonic

generation in nonlinear crystals and high-order harmonic

generation in gases are studied and a strong dependence with

piston error is found, thus leading to a sub-micron modula-

tion in the generated signal. In particular, the high sensitivity

of the high-order harmonics to the longitudinal position

allows one to use this processes for the accurate alignment of

the compressor to few tens of nanometers.

1 Introduction

Application of the chirped pulse amplification (CPA)

technique [1] to the development of high-energy petawatt-

class laser systems involves new designs of the compressor

stage [2]. The damage threshold of the gratings together

with the broad bandwith of femtosecond laser pulses lead

to the use of large-section beams and therefore large

gratings. Unfortunately, standard gratings are limited in

size, and it is very difficult and expensive to make large-

size ones. One way to overcome these problems is the

application of the grating phasing technique [3], a method

that consists of using a mosaic of gratings properly aligned,

instead of a monolithic one.

Beside saving costs, the advantage of using the grating

phasing technique is the possibility of having as large grat-

ings as desired, just by adding several gratings to the mosaic.

Nevertheless, the main disadvantage is the critical alignment

of the mosaic, thus obtaining different temporal and spectral

laser pulses at the output of the compressor depending on the

alignment. Considering a two-phase grating system, one

must take into account five degrees of freedom associated to

the grating coordinates ðx; y; zÞ: tilt (hy), tip (hx), twist (hz),

gratings gap (Dx) and longitudinal piston (Dz) (see Fig. 1).

Different techniques based on the spatial far field in the

focal plane have succeeded in fixing the alignment of the

tilt, tip and twist [4–6]. In order to align the longitudinal

piston error, these methods include a 2p indetermination in

the phase delay of the beam reflected by the two-phase

grating system. Different works overcame this indetermi-

nation using interferometric techniques and auxiliary

beams [7–11]. Some of the best reported accomplishments

have been achieved resolving spectrally the far field [12]

leading to a precision in the piston error below k=10, being

k the central wavelength of the laser pulse.

In this work, we develop and check a two-grating com-

pressor prototype in which the second grating is a two-phased

one. The compressor was tested with the uncompressed output

of a 100-fs Ti:Sa laser system (Spectra Physics, 800 nm, 10 Hz
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and up to 50 mJ pulse energy) belonging to the laser facility at

the University of Salamanca.

The alignment of the compressor was done using some

well-established techniques. The so-generated pulses are

used to investigate the role of the longitudinal piston error

in experiments of non-linear optics, both second harmonic

generation (SHG) in a nonlinear crystal [13] and high-

order harmonic generation (HHG) in gases [14–18] are

considered here.

2 Tiled-gratings system

2.1 Description of the system

The prototype developed was a two-grating compressor in

which the second grating was a two-phased one. The three

gratings used in the compressor were 5 9 5 cm in size,

with 1=d ¼ 1;800 lines/mm, being d the gratings constant.

The five degrees of freedom associated to the tiled-grating

system (see Fig. 1) must be taken into account in order to

properly align the system.

The degrees of freedom involving rotations between the

two gratings (tilt, tip and twist) are easily aligned. In our

system, they are manually controlled and their alignment is

done with two auxiliary CCD cameras placed in the 0-order

reflection of the tiled-grating system and in the first one.

On the other hand, the alignment of the gratings gap and

the longitudinal piston tends to be much more difficult,

becoming critical in the nanometer scale. There are two

important issues that appear when dealing with those

degrees of freedom: (i) the loss of wavelengths—shown in

Fig. 2—different for every spatial beam position due to

the beam chirp on the tiled grating and due mainly to the

gratings gap, but also to the longitudinal piston and (ii) the

phase delay between the light reaching each of the gratings.

The loss of wavelengths can be minimized when the width

of the spatial beam is much larger than the gratings gap

(Dx), or when the two gratings are very close to each other.

In the later case, the gratings gap induce a spectral apo-

dization. On the other hand, the phase delay in terms of the

longitudinal piston displacement ðDzÞ is calculated as

U1 � U2 ¼ kðAB� ACÞ þ Ugrat ¼
2p
k

Dzðcos hþ cos bÞ

ð1Þ

where h and b are the incidence and diffracted angles on

the tiled-grating system, and A, A0, B and C are the points

shown in Fig. 3. The third term on Eq. 1, Ugrat, corresponds

to the phase delay introduced by the grating between the

points A0 and B, and is given by

Ugrat ¼
2p
d

A0B ð2Þ

A simulation considering both issues was performed

in order to guess the temporal shape of the pulse at the

output of the compressor. For that purpose, we make an

Fig. 1 Scheme of the five degrees of freedom involved in a two-tiled

grating system: tilt (hy), tip (hx), twist (hz), gratings gap (Dx) and

longitudinal piston displacement (Dz)

Fig. 2 Spatial variation of the spectrum at the output of the tiled-

grating compressor. The measurement was performed along the axis

contained in the diffraction plane (x-axis). The loss of wavelengths

along the spatial beam position can be clearly observed

Fig. 3 Scheme of the incident beam reaching the tiled-grating system

with an angle h and being reflected towards a new direction given by

the angle b. The reflection on each grating acquires a different phase

U1 and U2. The displacement of the piston is represented by Dz ¼ AA0
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approach to the problem considering two pulses with

different spectra—as shown in Fig. 4a—then taking into

account the two pulses obtained by the diffraction of the

incident one in each grating. We introduce a phase delay

between the two pulses, thus simulating the longitudinal

piston displacement ðDzÞ. Therefore, we are simulating

the central part of the spatial beam (see Fig. 2), but note

that this behavior would change when considering outer

parts of the beam. Figure 4b shows the temporal profile

of the pulse in terms of the longitudinal piston dis-

placement. At this point, it is important to distinguish

between the phase delay being an even or odd multiple

of p, as the temporal profile changes dramatically. If the

phase delay is zero or an even multiple of p, the tem-

poral profile is nearly gaussian, but if it is p or an odd

multiple of p, the pulse doubles its width, showing a

minimum at the center. From Eq. 1, we can extract the

periodicity of this behavior, that is given by a dis-

placement of the longitudinal piston of

Dz ¼ nk
2ðcos hþ cos bÞ ð3Þ

being n an integer. In our compressor system, in which

we use the order of -1 of the diffraction gratings, the

incidence angle is h = 50�, so the piston indetermination

is a multiple of Dz approx 0.3 lm, as can be observed in

Fig. 4b. For that reason, an extremely high-precision

adjustment of the piston is needed, in the nanometer

scale. Because it is the difference of being using a nice

compressed pulse or a double pulse, this fact can affect

dramatically to the experiment. Here it is important to

remark the big difference between an aligned or misa-

ligned tiled-grating system in order to achieve the

highest intensity in the focal plane. Simulations showed

that this effect was present even when the gratings gap

(Dx) is negligible.

3 Tiled-grating systems in nonlinear experiments

In our prototype, the gratings gap remains fixed, while the

longitudinal piston is motorized by a piezo, whose reso-

lution is 5 nm. Here we define the longitudinal piston delay

Dzd, as the longitudinal piston displacement, where Dzd ¼
0 corresponds to an arbitrary position between the two-tiled

gratings in the experiment. In order to roughly align the

longitudinal piston, a single-shot autocorrelator was used.

Although we were able to clearly distinguish the region

where the piston error is compensated, changes in the range

of 2p that lead to a behavior close to Fig. 4b are not easily

shown using this method. In this section, we present two

different nonlinear processes and show how they are

affected due to this misalignment.

3.1 Piston effect in SHG

Our first simple analyzed nonlinear process is the second

harmonic signal generated by type-I phase matching in a

BBO crystal (0.5 mm thick, hPM = 29�, /PM = 0�). The

spectral acceptance of the crystal is large enough to

accommodate the full spectral bandwith (9 nm) of the

fundamental pulse. In the experiment, we filtered out the

fundamental signal after passing through the BBO crystal.

The remaining second harmonic beam was spatially inte-

grated with a 6-cm focal length lens and detected in a fiber

spectrometer. The core of the fiber was 5 lm in diameter.

Figure 5a shows the measured pulse spectrum versus the

longitudinal piston delay. First of all, we can clearly

identify a cut in the spectrum near the horizontal axis

borders of the figure due to the loss of wavelengths caused

by the piston misalignment. The nonlinear process ampli-

fies this effect and helps to maintain the system near the

region in which the second harmonic signal is maximum

and the spectrum is close to gaussian shape. Let’s note here

Fig. 4 a Simulated spectrum of the central part of the laser pulse

reflected by the tiled-grating system, where an spectral region is

removed thus simulating the effect of the gratings gap (Dx). We

simulate temporally two gaussian pulses, one with the short wave-

length part of the total pulse spectrum (the lighter one) and the other

with the longer part (the darker one). We introduce a phase delay

between the two pulses in terms of the longitudinal piston displace-

ment ðDzÞ, thus obtaining the temporal shape of the pulse (b)
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that in this case, the nonlinear process corrects somehow

the loss of wavelengths that could be observed in the output

fundamental beam (Fig. 2). Moreover, if we integrate the

signal over the wavelength (see Fig. 5c), we observe a

position of the piston where the signal is maximum, thus,

giving us information about the position in which the

system is best aligned. On the other hand, in Fig. 5b, we

can also observe the periodic � 0:3 lm structure corre-

sponding to the 2p piston indetermination predicted by

Eq. 3. The figure shows maxima and minima in the second

harmonic signal, corresponding to the p� 2p piston dis-

placement, in agreement to what was shown in Fig. 4b.

This analysis gives us the first idea of the importance of

considering the piston alignment when triggering nonlinear

optical processes and gives information for the correct

alignment of the tiled-grating system.

3.2 Piston effect in HHG

The next analyzed nonlinear process is the variation of the

HHG spectrum with the longitudinal piston delay. Odd

harmonics of the fundamental frequency are generated by

focusing the compressed laser beam with a 30-cm focal

length lens into a pulsed argon jet exiting from a 500 lm

nozzle inside a vacuum chamber (10�4 mbar). The relative

distance between the focus position and gas jet was opti-

mized to favor phase matching conditions [19, 20].

Fig. 5 a Spectrum of the second harmonic signal versus the

longitudinal piston delay (Dzd), b magnification of the central region,

and c its integration over the wavelength. We can see a region in

which the amount of signal is maximum, that is, the system is closer

to be perfectly aligned. Moreover, we can clearly see the fringes

separated � 0:3 lm corresponding to the 2p piston indetermination

predicted by Eq. 3. Note that Dzd ¼ 0 corresponds to an arbitrary

position between the two-tiled gratings in the experiment.

Fig. 6 a Scheme of the experimental setup used for HHG generation.

A diaphragm is placed before the focusing lens (30-cm focal length)

in order to create an aperture in the laser beam and optimize phase-

matching conditions. XUV radiation is generated in an argon gas jet

exiting from a 500-lm nozzle inside a vacuum chamber (10�4 mbar)

whereas the remaining infrared laser pulse is eliminated by a 150-nm

thick Al filter. The harmonics are spatially and spectrally character-

ized by a Rowland circle type XUV spectrometer inside another

vacuum chamber (10�6 mbar). In b, we show the spectrum of the

high-order harmonic signal (from harmonic 17th to 27th) versus the

longitudinal piston delay (Dzd). We can observe that the intensity and

number of generated harmonics tend to be maximum at the center of

the figure. c is a zoom of b, where we can see the periodic structure of

� 0:3 lm due to the phase delay introduced by the piston delay. Note

that Dzd ¼ 0 corresponds to an arbitrary position between the two-

tiled gratings in the experiment.
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Moreover, the incident laser beam was apertured before

being focused in order to reduce the Gouy mismatch con-

tribution [21]. Once the XUV radiation was generated, a

thin aluminium filter (150 nm in thickness) was used to

eliminate the remaining infrared laser pulse. In the next

step, the harmonics were spatially selected by a slit before

being characterized by a Rowland circle-type XUV spec-

trometer (McPherson 248/310G) [22, 23]. The spectrom-

eter consists of a reflective spherical grating, a

microchannel plate coupled to phosphore screen and a

CCD detector, all of them inside a vacuum chamber (10�6

mbar). In our measurements, the XUV radiation was spa-

tially integrated in the CCD detector. Figure 6a represents a

scheme of the setup used in the experiment.

The most relevant result of this paper is presented in Fig.

6b and c, where we show the variation of the HHG spec-

trum with the longitudinal piston delay. The analysis of the

generated spectrum indicates that there are two main issues

related to the alignment of the piston. Firstly, we observe

that varying the piston delay, there is a region in which the

intensity of the harmonics is higher, so we expect to have

the piston correctly aligned in that region. Secondly, the

number of harmonics generated is also maximum in that

region, where the cut-off is shifted toward higher fre-

quencies. Figure 6c is a zoom of Fig. 6b, where we can

again observe the periodic structure of � 0:3 lm due to the

2p indetermination predicted by Eq. 3. These results show

clearly how important is the piston alignment for these kind

of experiments, as HHG process is very sensitive to both

the intensity and the temporal shape of the incident laser

pulse. An error of some tens of nanometers in the piston

alignment can lead to a weaker signal and even no HHG

signal if it is close to 100 nm. Therefore, this method

allows us to place the tiled-grating system in the region

where the piston delay influence to the laser pulse is lower,

by observing the intensity and the number of harmonics

generated.

4 Conclusions

A prototype compressor based on the phasing grating tech-

nique was implemented for a 100-fs Ti:Sa laser system

(Spectra Physics, 800 nm, 10 Hz up to 50 mJ). We have tested

the effect of the piston misalignment between the tiled

gratings causes in high-power nonlinear processes. In par-

ticular, the effect in the SHG process in a BBO crystal allows

us to partially correct the effect of the gratings gap in the

spectrum of the fundamental beam as well as provides a

simple method for an initial alignment of the longitudinal

piston. The second tested process is HHG generation, which

could also be used as a method to discriminate the correct

position of the piston term. Experimental results show that

although we do not know the exact position of the piston

alignment, we are able to place the system optimized for our

experiment, avoiding the effect of the p-phase delay intro-

duced by the piston displacement. This accuracy should be

taken into account when using the pulses generated by these

compressors for high-power laser applications.
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